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Flo-Mar Consortium
Swanbarton
• Energy storage consultancy
• Specialists in energy storage, storage applications
and control, local energy systems
• Founder members of the Electricity Storage Network
• Organisers of the International Flow Battery Forum

Marine South East
(rebranded to MSE International)

Not for profit organisation mobilising investment in a
sustainable “blue economy”
• Working to increase productivity through innovation
• Develops cross sectoral collaborations to explore new solutions

Houlder

Lloyds Register

Marine design and clean-tech consultancy

Classification Society & Company limited by shares

• Vessels and equipment
• Project management
• Clean Technology & Energy Transition

• Provides professional services for engineering and
technology - improving safety and increasing the
performance of critical infrastructures worldwide

Electrification of shipping
• Hybrid on board battery, no recharging
at ports
• Plug in hybrid – limited recharging
• Fully electric – recharge alongside
• Lithium ion batteries
• Flow batteries
• Hydrogen fuel cell

• Lithium ion is market leader but flow
batteries could bring advantages
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FLO-MAR Project
Flow Batteries for Marine Application

Funding from MarRI-UK’s Clean Maritime Call
Aim:
• To assess the feasibility of using flow
batteries in vessels to enable zero-emission
marine propulsion and auxiliary power
• To de-risk the further development and
demonstration of a pilot flow battery

Harbour Spirit ferry with diesel propulsion

FLO-MAR
Flow Batteries for Marine Application

Potential Vessel Applications, Outline Concept GA, Basis of Design
David Wing
Houlder Ltd
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Potential Vessel Applications
• Candidate vessels assessed to understand their technical suitability to
use a flow battery in power generation or for propulsion or auxiliary
loads
• Fifteen vessels identified as potential candidates, forming a cross-section
of the vessel types operating around the UK coast
• Characteristics of their service could integrate effectively with the
advantages offered by a flow battery.
• Typical operating profile developed and used to define an indicative size
and weight of a flow battery capable of meeting the power
requirements.
• Two ferries and a product tanker subject of more detailed modelling of
the operational demands and battery performance

Outline Concept GA, Basis of Design
• Proposed design of 32 m cross harbour ferry
• Weight and stability re-assessed
• Configuration of hybrid flow battery system
reviewed
• Supercapacitors provide the optimum solution
for peak power
• Outline design offers the same performance as
the existing vessel
• Service comparable to many others throughout
the UK and world-wide

FLO-MAR

Flow Batteries for Marine Application

Flow Batteries & Potential battery configurations
Chris Price
Swanbarton Ltd
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What is a flow battery?

January 2021
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Flow battery advantages
Advantages
• Separation of power and energy
• Tanks can suit the shape and trim of a
ship
• Recharge electrically or hydraulically
• No fire risk or thermal management
• Low cost, long life
• Recyclable
• Avoids dependence on rare earth
minerals
October 2020

Challenges
• Lower energy density
• Vanadium systems have acidic
electrolytes
• Hybrid flow batteries have higher
energy densities, without limited
capability for hydraulic or mechanical
recharging
• Future electrolytes offer improved
energy density and good
environmental performance
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Potential Battery Configurations
• Flow battery technology evaluated to determine electrolyte energy
densities, ongoing development and suitable chemistries for marine
applications
• Candidate vessels:

• MV Harbour Spirit: electric charging considered a viable option
• MV Red Kestrel should be hydraulically recharged because of the short berth
time
• MV Thames Fisher, recommended that electrolyte is pumped directly from a
shore facility to power cargo discharge operations

13/01/2021
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Design Risk Screening (HAZID)
• Hazard Identification exercise conducted by Lloyd’s Register
• No ‘high risks’ associated with placement of a flow battery
on the study vessel
• The provision of back-up power will depend on the vessel
duty and the waters where it operates

FLO-MAR

Flow Batteries for Marine Application

Value Proposition, Conclusions & Next Steps
Simon Powell
MSE International
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Value proposition
• For the MV Harbour Spirit, the freed-up space from removing the diesel
propulsion system was sufficient to retrofit flow battery equipment
• Electrical propulsion system can be of a conventional arrangement
• Retrofitting of flow batteries to short range vessels - weight and stability changes
are acceptable
• Operating speeds can be similar or identical to a conventional craft
• Endurance of around an hour of sailing should be achievable for passenger
ferries
• Flow-battery vessel requires regular replenishment to maintain service schedules
• No local emissions of CO2, particulates, SOx or NOx
• Flow battery technology is evolving, emerging organic electrolytes may replace
vanadium based systems, offering improved energy density, reduced
environmental impacts and reduced costs

Conclusions & Next Steps

• Flow battery propulsion can be successfully integrated into the design of vessels,
principally those where the larger battery volume can be accommodated
• No serious safety issues
• Options for both electric and hydraulic recharging
• Early-adopter markets - vessels with limited power and energy requirements
• Flow batteries well-suited for hybrid systems
• Savings in maintenance and overall cost of ownership likely
• Zero-emissions
• In-port energy storage needed
• Investment programme needed:
1. Confirmation of stack performance on a dynamic platform
2. Development of novel electro-chemistries
3. Definition of a portfolio of use-cases
4. Formalisation of codes and standards

News Coverage

Thank you
Questions Please
Please join the Maritime Decarbonisation Interest Group:
https://www.mseinternational.org/interest_groups/decarbonisation/

Simon Powell

Operations Director
Email sp@mseuk.org
MSE International
Tel +44 (0) 2380 111592
www.marinesoutheast.co.uk

